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Abstract: - Colocation pattern mining approaches aim at discovering neighboring relationships of distinct spatial features in geographic and 

temporal space.With big spatio-temporal dataset, there is large number of patterns often discovered. Then it is of importance to discover 

meaningful and patterns of interest which come as an aid in applications in use for humans and commercial use. To discover interesting 

patterns, we present in this article a co-location pattern mining algorithmic framework by considering neighbourhood, clustering, hashing, 

and mining methods. Neighbourhood relationship describes the closeness between the entities. The results of neighbourhood could be varied 

by varying the distance threshold. These objects exhibiting neighbouring entities are grouped using clustering technique. Clustering is a 

classical research approach that produces grouping of the entities. A clustering technique has been presented in the paper for spatio-temporal 

dimension that offers the advantage of faster grouping based on the neighbourhood relationship. Finally, a hash structure is utilized for faster 

access and retrieval of patterns. The proposed mining algorithm along with the distance and time threshold efficiently discovers the 

interesting spatio-temporal patterns and validates the patterns. The experiment conducted shows that the proposed co-location algorithm 

method yields effective and efficient outcome. 

Keywords:Co-location, pattern mining, spatio-temporal, neighbourhood, clustering. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, the field of spatiotemporal data mining has gained significant attention and has been recognized as 

an efficient and effective technique for discovering interesting patterns and capturing complex association. 

Researchers have devoted considerable effort to address key issues in spatiotemporal data mining, including the 

pre-treatment of spatiotemporal datasets and the development of effective methods for mining spatiotemporal 

information. 

Spatiotemporal co-location pattern mining refers to the process of analyzing and discovering patterns of co-

occurrence between entities of distinct types, in both space and time.Such patterns can provide valuable insights 

into the relationship and behavior of entities over time. Co-location pattern mining discovery has applications in 

various domains such as urban facility planning [1], criminology [2], to discover the diseases in neighbourhood [3]. 

Co-location patterns were studied to examine relationship between air pollutants emission in the neighbourhood and 

child cancer cases[4], hotspot detection in [5], road networks[6] and many more.  

With increase in use of location-based services and global positioning system has led to voluminous spatio-temporal 

data generation. The data recorded could be point data representing objects as single geographical point, line data 

being collection of points or polygonal data representing collection of objects over an area. 

In the past, the methods have been developed to mine spatial colocation patterns and very few works have been 

carried out on spatio-temporal co-location pattern mining. These methods are based on prevalent threshold to 

determine prevalent co-location patterns where the prevalent threshold is a user defined parameter. Spatial data 

space is continuous where the spatial instances cannot be represented as transactions ideally. Colocation pattern 

discovery is challenging for various reasons as: First, due to the absence of the transactions, association rules would 
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not be applicable directly. Second, complexity of the algorithms increases with increase in features and size of data. 

Third,determining the interestingness measure suitable for all types of patterns is very challenging. 

In this paper we propose a novel technique for spatio-temporal colocation pattern mining.We have outlined core 

ideas of our framework and have also included experimented results to prove the applicability of the algorithm.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Types of Co-location patterns 

The types of patterns are broadly categorized as shown in figure 1 are as follows.  

 

Figure. 1 Types of Co-location patterns. 

1) Sequential co-location patterns 

Is the type of patterns that exhibit a sequence of causal relationship and has been adopted to perform analysis of 

dengue disease spread. The case study relates a trend to when it rains and water is stagnant in the surrounding along 

with increase in temperature collectively leads to proliferation of mosquitoes and rise in dengue cases. This type of 

interconnection is a sequential co-location pattern, which are unveiled through the application of association rules 

on frequent item set to generate patterns [7]. 

2) Positive and negative co-location patterns  

These types of patterns indicate a robust positive interaction and association among the features present in the 

dataset. Conversely, negative co-location patterns signify a prominent negative correlation and exhibit a mutually 

exclusive relationship or a contrast set [8]. In the context of [9], the algorithm is a join-based prevalent co-location 

pattern mining, which operates incrementally to identify negative co-location patterns. Initially, smaller-sized 

negative co-location patterns are identified and subsequently merged with other patterns to create larger-sized co-

location patterns [10]. 

3) Multilevel – global and local patterns 

As stated by Liu [11], the existence of co-location patterns at various levels is attributed to the spatial heterogeneity 

arising from unevenly distributed features. Global co-location patterns cover the entire study area, while local co-

location patterns are confined to specific regions within the study area [12],[13]. The identification of such 

multilevel co-location patterns offers valuable insights into the interactions among diverse spatial phenomena. The 

determination of multi-level co-location patterns is facilitated by the participation index (PI); if the participation 

index of a candidate pattern surpasses a predefined threshold, it is classified as a global pattern. Conversely, if the 

participation index falls below the threshold, the candidate pattern is recognized as a local pattern. The natural 

neighborhood relationship, coupled with the participation index, serves as the basis for distinguishing between 

global and local patterns. 

4) Symbiotic Co-location patterns 

 As indicated in the study [14], symbiotic mutualism patterns involve a reciprocal relationship where each feature 

within the pattern benefits from the association. The existence of certain features is conditional on the presence of 

others. For example, restaurants and ice-cream parlors tend to be in proximity, particularly in cities, towns, and 

communities. Another prevalent co-location pattern is {T. matsutake, pine trees}. Symbiotic patterns find 
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significant application in ecological science and biology. The exploration of such patterns involves the utilization of 

multiple altered star neighborhoods, modified participation ratios, and symbiotic indices on the dataset. 

Based on the given types of co-location pattern, research carried out is discussed further. Colocation pattern mining 

concept was introduced by Shekhar and Huang[15][16].The algorithm involved computation based on expensive 

spatial join operation. The work around has been developed on the basis of following structure. Based on the 

prevalence threshold which is a measure of interestingness of the pattern, the neighbourhood objects are searched 

for a relationship and is consistently observed over the entire study area to identify the support from various 

instances of this pattern.  Compute its participation index, which is a measure of number of instances supporting 

this spatio-temporal dependency. Further, filter the patterns which have lower support to form strong co-location 

patterns.  

To discover the patterns faster a partial join algorithm was introduced in [17]. These approaches were still 

considered costly when applied on large datasets and relied heavily on user defined parameters like prevalence 

threshold. Research based on association rules on spatial transactions were proposed in [18]. Others have adopted 

Apriori and FP-Growth techniques for mining association rules. These methods work on the property of downward 

closure for pruning of insignificant patterns. Big size co-location patterns discovery becomes inefficient in such 

techniques. Instance look-up, Star neighborhood-based relationship were identified and stored in a condensed way 

in a tree-based structure which provides join-less operation was proposed by Wang et al in [19]. Further, work was 

carried out which was independent of prevalence threshold through generation of maximal cliques  and was 

undertaken in [20].  

MapReduce based algorithms were designed for massive spatial data with parallel framework [21][22]. They 

require a large number of nodes in case of dense data. Parallel mining of co-location patterns is carried out on 

graphics processing unit (GPU’s) in [23]. It requires similar distribution of all features to work efficiently. 

A kernel-density-based model has been adopted to compute the prevalence index and is also based on the distance-

decay property for co-location mining in [24]. Fraction score for quantifying the prevalence for the candidate 

pattern has been developed to reduce overcounting of data instances [25]. In [26], the algorithm is based on 

Delaunay triangulation and use of statistical information of the vertices in Delaunay triangulation to obtain k-order 

neighborhood instead of distance threshold. In [27], authors have adopted Voronoi diagrams to capture the 

neighborhood and normalized distance between instances. Whereas [28] adopts density peak clustering based 

technique for spatial neighborhood analysis which gives clusters exceeding the density threshold. 

Further, to overcome the above stated issue where the dense data poses a huge challenge on processing. And 

requires users to provide a suitable distance and prevalence threshold. Moreover, no overcounting or ignorance of 

instances have to be dealt with. And where absolutely minimal work has been carried out on spatio-temporal co-

location patterns. We propose a novel technique for spatio-temporal colocation pattern mining. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The co-location pattern is a process to discover objects types that are often geometrically and temporally close to 

other objects types in the targeted study area. The object type is called as a feature that has multiple instances in the 

dataset. The object type could also be the events occurring at a specific time. Associated with every object instance 

is a location given in the geodetic coordinate system and the time of recording or occurrence of event. Thus, spatio-

temporal dataset contains a collection of instances identified by id, time, location, and feature type.  

Co-location pattern mining aims to discover a class of patterns based on the relationship of neighbourhood. The 

relationship with neighbors could be dependency for coexistence and survival. For an example, pharmacy stores are 

located near to the Hospitals, here the pharmacy stores receive benefit from the coexistence of Hospital due to large 

number of patients visiting for medical examination and are prescribed medicines. Another example is, many bank 

ATMs are found co-located near to the facilities visited by large numbers of people like railway stations, petrol 

pumps and offices.  

Consider the dataset is a collection of Instances I, over a set of features F, time of occurrence given by T.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geodetic_coordinates
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Definition 1 (Spatio-temporal dataset): Is a collection of instances or events Ii represented as <fi,li,ti>, consisting of 

set of non-spatial features fi, spatial features as the location li in terms of longitude(Lon) and latitude(Lat) of the 

event. And the time of event happening or recording as ti.  

In co-location mining of patterns, we capture the neighborhood of objects to find the proximity between them and is 

most often bounded by threshold. 

Definition 2(spatio-temporal neighborhood NR):The neighborhood relationship NR for any two Instances Ii and Ij 

of different features types is the geodesic and temporal distance between the two instances is close and is 

necessarily less than the distance and temporal threshold. As given in equation 1. 

𝑁𝑅(𝐼𝑖) = { 𝐼𝑗  |𝐼𝑗 . 𝐹 ≠  𝐼𝑖 . 𝐹 ∧ 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝐼𝑖 , 𝐼𝑗) ≤ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∧ (𝐼𝑖 . 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝐼𝑗 . 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) ≤

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑}                 (1) 

where geodesic distance is given by haversine formula as in equation 2.  

𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝐼𝑖,𝐼𝑗) = 2 ∗ 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 ∗

𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛√𝑆𝑖𝑛2(𝐼𝑗 . 𝐿𝑎𝑡 − 𝐼𝑖 . 𝐿𝑎𝑡) + 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝐼𝑖.. 𝐿𝑎𝑡). 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝐼𝑗 . 𝐿𝑎𝑡) + 𝑆𝑖𝑛2(𝐼𝑗 . 𝐿𝑜𝑛 − 𝐼𝑖 . 𝐿𝑜𝑛)  (2)          

with the Earth radius as 6371kms and distancethreshold is user specified parameter. The distance threshold is the 

maximum allowed distance to consider two locations as neighborhoods. We could regard the maximum distance of 

500 meters to 1km as the distance threshold and the time interval is the time span between the two events. 

Clustering in spatio-temporal domain is a classical problem of classification that assigns a single cluster label to all 

the neighbors data objects that are extremely close to each other that exhibit similar property [29]. In co-location 

mining we aim to group a collection of object instances of different types to form clusters.  

For a feature selected as a core point and its set of neighbours form clusters for example (see fig. 2).The figure 

represents various data, grouped to form clusters. The candidate co-location patterns formed by clustering the 

features are cluster 1 includes University, Book store, Bus stop, Medical store and Shopping mall.Cluster 2 groups 

Railway station, Bus stop, Bank, medical store, shopping mall.Note that the features in a cluster could be redundant 

and are commonly included in a pattern as a single feature. As in the given example, the spatial bandwidth is the 

spatial distance threshold which provides the range to determine spatial neighbours. We assume spatial data far 

away does not exhibit a relationship or dependency. The temporal bandwidth estimates the higher correlation 

between data points that are closer in time than the ones that are far away. This reflects the time decay factor. The 

temporal factor aids in understanding the reaction or dynamics of entities involved. Our problem is to determine the 

co-location relationship on geographical data with respect to time. 

 

Figure 2. Co-location candidate patterns as circles representing clusters in a grid cell. 

Definition 3 (Candidate co-location pattern CP): CP is a candidate co-location pattern which is a subset of non-

spatial features over a specified region or a study area. 
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Definition 4(Participation ratio)The participation ratio is described as the proportion of feature instances within set 

CP relative to the total number of feature instances, presented as a percentage. 

Definition 5(Participation Index)The Participation Index reflects the level of interaction or interest between the 

features of the instance. 

Definition 6 (Spatio-Temporal Co-location Patterns STP) Is a collection of candidate co-location patterns which 

has high positive interaction between the objects and represented as gi→gj where gi and gj are set of non-spatio-

temporal features and have no common features.  

Algorithmic Description 

Step 1:Form the grid cells based on maximum and minimum geodesic coordinates and divide them in equal 
distance. Read the data points and assign them to the grid. 

Algorithm 1: Allocate data instances to grid cells. 

1. Data←Read(Dataset)  

2. <minLat, minLon> ← GetLatLon(Data) 

3. <maxLat,maxLon> ← GetLatLon(Data) 

4. Grids←formGrids (<minLat, minLon>,<maxLat,maxLon>,minDist) 

Grid is essential as we want to calculate geodesic distance between two points. If the two data points grids are far or 
not the same nor nearby neighboring grid cells, they cannot be closer. Then there is no need to calculate their 
geodesic distance. As they may not belong to the same cluster. 

Step 2: Understand the data points distribution. Compute the statistics about how many points are present for every 
feature. 

For every feature find the data points. This helps to understand the population size of every feature. 

Algorithm 2: To find the count of the features 

Module GetFeature(Ii) 

1. For each Instance Ii in Data do 

2.  Fk ← GetFeature(Ii) 

3.  FeatureBucket[Fk]. append(Ii) 

4. End for 

5. For each Feature Fk in Data do 

6.  WeightFeatureBucket[Fk] ←count(FeatureBucket[Fk]) 

7. End for 

8. Return  

Definition 6 (Density of grid cell denoted as η): Is the collection of instances in the grid cell gi and is given as. 

 η=log(|set of instances in grid cell gi|) (6) 

Step 3: To capture the demography of the entire study area, the core points as the cluster centroids are chosen 
randomly depending upon the density of the grid cell. Apply single iteration of clustering to assign data instances to 
the closet cluster centroid to form clusters based on the distance and time threshold. 

Algorithm 3: Form clusters for neighbours.Generate candidate colocation patterns. 

1.For each grid cell gi ϵ Grid do 

a. Choose η random corepoints from the cell to form cluster centroids.  

  b. for each instance Ii belonging to the grid gi 
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b.1.Find the closet centroid and assign the instance to its cluster Ck if the geodesic distance between them is less 
than distance threshold and time threshold. 

 CPk= CPk U Fi iff NR(Ik)=Ii 

  c. Form clusters to generate candidate patterns. 

   d. Call RemoveRedundantFeature(CandidatePattern). 

   e. Insert in HashStructure(CandidatePattern). 

2.End For. 

Algorithm 4:RemoveRedundantFeature 

1.P← GetCandidatePattern(CPk) 

2.for each feature fi in P  

3. for each feature fj in P where i ≠ j 

4.        if fi == fj 

5.  P← P-{Fj} 

6.return(P) 

The above module accepts as an input a candidate pattern with or without redundant features and eliminates the 
redundant features in it. So that the current candidate pattern comparison with already existing patterns becomes 
easier and reduce the memory storage requirement by using condensed patterns. 

Algorithm 5:HashStructure(Candidate Pattern) 

/* Hash key generation module */ 

1.Pi← Candidate Pattern 

2.initialize key←00000000(size of features in binary) 

//form cluster and represent it as features binary candidate pattern  

3.Convert Pi into binary bits and assign to key 

//set key ←10101010 by OR with 00000000 

set key ← binary candidate pattern  

4.For each hashkey hk ϵ HashKeySet do  

5.    if (hk binary AND key ==1) 

6.      set Bucket[key]:=S U{Pi} // S is the set of candidate pattern 

7.       set PatternCount[key]=PatternCount[key]+1 

8.    else 

9.        set Bucket[key]:={Pi}  

10.       set PatternCount[key]=1 

11.   end if 

12.End For 

Step 4: Pattern Mining 

Algorithm 6: Spatiotemporal Pattern mining 

1: Read the hash table 

2: //For each pattern,  

3:For each candidate as key ϵ hash table 
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4: PR=count(hashtable[candidate]) //count the number of instances. 

5: if(PR<min_count_threshold) 

6:  continue;  

7: else 

8:  i=0 

9:  //Find the temporal difference 

10: for each value ϵ hashtable[key]: 

11:        if(spatial_dist(hashtable[key][i],hashtable[key][i+1])<2) 

12:                         diff=[abs(time_dist(hashtable[key][i],hashtable[key][i+1])) ] 

13:          i++; 

14:         diff.sort(); // The maximum value will go to end of the list 

 

15:  
iij

n

iji

ij

ij diffdiff
n

diff

tM =


+==

,)(
1,0

 

16:         if (M(tij )>min_time_sup)         

  KeySTPSTP   

  )( ijtMnceRateMeanOccure   

 ])1][[],][[(_tan + ikeyhashtableikeyhashtabledistSpatialceMeanDis  

 

17     end for 

18:    Display STP. 

19:    Stop 

The workflow has been summarized in the figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Workflow of proposed colocation mining algorithm 
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IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

In this section, we present experimental results on spatial and spatio-temporal data using the proposed approach. As 

python is an open source, high level programming language and is adopted by many researchers for data analysis 

and visualization. We have developed the program using Python programming in Colab environment, which is a 

Jupyter notebook environment running in google cloud which offers storage of data along with the TPU processing 

capability.  

We have used the two dataset. First one is spatial synthetic dataset containing 999 records of features like 

education,residential, healthcare etc. Second is the swarm behaviour dataset.  

Figure 4 and 5 shows the result of the pattern mining on the spatial dataset. On the x axis is the longitude and y axis 

is the latitude plotted. The plot has various colors for various features to form patterns. Like red color is residential, 

healthcare is shown in magenta, education in blue, hotel in cyan, insurance in green, retails in cornflower blue etc. 

 

Figure 4: Visualization Result of proposed Colocation Pattern mining Algorithm on Spatial dataset. 

The visualization result has been summarized below in the output figure 5. The result generated is colocation 

pattern healthcare is most often found with residential with support of 0.16. Insurance and residential pattern is 

supported with 0.12. Education and residential is a pattern with support of 0.11.Financial institution with residential 

is found co-located with support of 0.08. 

 

Figure 5: Result of proposed Colocation Pattern mining Algorithm on Spatial dataset. 

 

The flock data, Swarm behavior has been collected from UCI repository which is a standard dataset and has been 

referred in [30]. We have used for our experiment the grouped dataset of birds called as boids. It is a spatiotemporal 

dataset of 200 birds with movement in their location. Each record is about the boids spatial location in current 

interval. We have considered, each interval as a new time interval and have used the spatial location of boids as the 
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spatio-temporal dimensions. The data is available for download on the webaddress: 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/dataset/524/swarm+behaviour 

Preprocessing is performed on the boids data. Each boid is represented by x and y location that is the longitude and 

latitude of birds along with the velocity and other parameters. We have included only x and y attributes and have 

dropped the other attributes of the birds. So in all we have 400 columns for 200 birds and the experiment is run with 

2500 records in each batch. The original dataset had 24017 records of intervals. 

 

Figure 6. The clustered co-location spatio-temporal patterns stored as hash map table along with the set of 

time intervals of boids found co-located. 

 

Figure 7: A snapshot of clustered co-location spatio-temporal patterns with the count of times the two boids 

found co-located. 

Figures 6 and 7 present the intermediate results of the proposed co-location algorithm. The clustering result groups 

the objects (i.e. boids) that are closer to each other with the distance radius of 2. Here value 2 is the difference 

between x and y coordinate is set to be less than 2 to find the proximity. It is interesting to note that by setting the 

radius as 20, 10, 5 results into capture of patterns where the objects are situated very far and results into large 

number of patterns generation where mining the patterns requires considerable time. But as the radius distance was 

set to 4, 2 and 1 discovered less pattern, as it places a tight requirement of proximity in terms of spatial and 

temporal distance.  

 

Figure 8: The boids with maximum number of co-location with other boids. 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/dataset/524/swarm+behaviour
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The figure 8 presents the result of size as the count which indicates the boids with maximum of number of co-

location with other boids. The original dataset had 24017 records of intervals. We run the algorithm over a batch of 

2500 time intervals and copy and merge the result in json file object. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed co-location mining algorithm has been performed on spatial and spatio-temporal dataset.The 

algorithm is effective as even on a large dataset the algorithm has given better result.Mining is greatly affected by 

the radius of distance used to select the neighbours. If the distance is too large will result into many neighbours 

being selected. If the distance is set to low as 1 it results into very few neighbours getting selected. So if the distance 

is kept near to 2 has given better result.The result shows we have successfully applied the algorithm on spatio-

temporal dataset. 
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